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THREE-DIMENSIONAL DISPLAY OF 
DOCUMENT SET 

The present application is a Continuation of US. patent 
application Ser. No. 09/962,213 ?led on Sep. 26, 2001, now 
US. Pat. No. 6,584,220, Which is a continuation of US. 
patent application Ser. No. 09/419,724 ?led on Oct. 15, 
1999, now US. Pat. No. 6,298,174, Which is a continuation 
of US. patent application Ser. No. 09/235,463 ?led on Jan. 
22, 1999, noW abandoned, Which is a continuation of US. 
patent application Ser. No. 08/695,455 ?led on Aug. 12, 
1996, noW abandoned. 

This invention Was made With Government support under 
Contract DE-AC06 76RLO 1830 aWarded by the US. 
Department of Energy. The Government has certain rights in 
the invention. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates generally to the ?eld of information 
storage and retrieval, or “information visualization”. More 
particularly, the invention relates to a novel method for 
text-based information retrieval and analysis through the 
creation of a visual representation for complex, symbolic 
information. This invention also relates to a method of 
stored information analysis that (i) requires no human pre 
structuring of the problem (ii) is subject independent, (iii) is 
adaptable to multi-media information, and (iv) is con 
structed on a framework of visual presentation and human 
interaction. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART 

Current visualiZation approaches demonstrate effective 
methods for visualiZing mostly structured and/or hierarchi 
cal information such as organiZation charts, directories, 
entity-attribute relationships, and the like. Mechanisms to 
permit free text visualiZations have not yet been perfected. 
The idea that open text ?elds themselves or raW prose might 
be candidates for information visualiZation is novel. The 
need to read and assess large amounts of text that is retrieved 
through graph theory or ?gural displays as “visual query” 
tools on document bases puts severe limits on the amount of 
text information that can be processed by any analyst for any 
purpose. At the same time, the amount of “open source” 
digital information is increasing exponentially. Whether it be 
for market analysis, global environmental assessment, inter 
national laW enforcement or intelligence for national secu 
rity, the analyst task is to peruse large amounts of data to 
detect and recogniZe informational ‘patterns’ and pattern 
irregularities across the various sources. 

True text visualiZations that Would overcome these time 
and attentional constraints must represent textual content 
and meaning to the analyst Without them having to read it in 
the manner that text normally requires. These visualiZations 
Would instead result from a content abstraction and spatial 
iZation of the original text document that Would transform it 
into a neW visual representation conveying information by 
image instead of prose. 

Prior researchers have attempted to create systems for 
analysis of large text-based information data bases. Such 
systems have been built on Boolean queries, document lists 
and time consuming human involvement in sorting, editing 
and structuring. The simpli?cation of Boolean function 
expressions is a particularly Well-knoWn example of prior 
systems. For example, in US. Pat. No. 5,465,308, a method 
and apparatus for pattern recognition utiliZes a neural net 
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2 
Work to recogniZe tWo dimensional input images Which are 
suf?ciently similar to a database of previously stored tWo 
dimensional images. Images are ?rst image processed and 
subjected to a Fourier transform Which yields a poWer 
spectrum. An in-class to out-of-class study is performed on 
a typical collection of images in order to determine the most 
discriminatory regions of the Fourier transform. Feature 
vectors are input to a neural netWork, and a query feature 
vector is applied to the neural netWork to result in an output 
vector, Which is subjected to statistical analysis to determine 
if a suf?ciently high con?dence level exists to indicate that 
a successful identi?cation has been made. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The SPIRE (Spatial Paradigm for Information Retrieval 
and Exploration) softWare supports text-based information 
retrieval and analysis through the creation of a visual 
representation for complex, symbolic information. A pri 
mary goal of SPIRE is to provide a fundamentally neW 
visual method for the analysis of large quantities of infor 
mation. This method of analysis involves information 
retrieval, characteriZation and examination, accomplished 
Without human pre-structuring of the problem or pre-sorting 
of the information to be analyZed. The process produces a 
visual representation of results. 
More speci?cally, the novel process provides a method of 

determining and displaying the relative content and context 
of a number of related documents in a large document set. 
The relationships of a plurality of documents are presented 
in a three-dimensional landscape With the relative siZe and 
height of a peak in the three-dimensional landscape repre 
senting the relative signi?cance of the relationship of a topic, 
or term, and the individual document in the document set. 
The steps of the process are: 

(a) constructing an electronic database of a plurality of 
documents to be analyZed; 

(b) creating a plurality of high dimensional vectors, one 
for each of the plurality of documents, such that each of the 
high dimensional vectors represents the relative relationship 
of the individual documents to the term, or topic attribute; 

(c) arranging the high dimensional vectors into clusters, 
With each of the clusters representing a plurality of docu 
ments grouped by relative signi?cance of their relationship 
to a topic attribute; 

(d) calculating centroid coordinates as the center of mass 
of each cluster, the centroid coordinates being stored or 
projected in a tWo-dimensional plane; 

(e) constructing a vector for each document, With each 
vector containing the distance from the document to each 
centroid coordinate in high-dimensional space; 

(f) creating a plurality of term (or topic) layers, each of the 
term layers corresponding to a descriptive term (or topic) 
applied to each cluster, and identifying x,y coordinates for 
each document associated With each term layer; and 

(g) creating a Z coordinate associated With each term layer 
for each x,y coordinate by applying a smoothing function to 
the x,y coordinates for each document, and superimposing 
upon one another all of the term layers. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The accompanying draWings, Which are incorporated in 
and constitute a part of the speci?cation, illustrate preferred 
embodiments of the invention, and together With the 
description, serve to explain the principles of the invention. 
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FIG. 1 is a graphical representation of database relation 
ships in tWo-dimensional space; 

FIG. 2 is a one dimensional representation of documents 
represented in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is a smoothed version of the representation of FIG. 
2; 

FIG. 4 is a three-dimensional representation of a database 
having small theme sets and high discrimination; and 

FIG. 5 is a three-dimensional representation of a database 
having large theme sets and loW discrimination. 

FIG. 6 is a block diagram presenting the sequence steps 
in the referred embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

As used herein, the folloWing terms shall have the fol 
loWing de?nitions: 

1. Information Retrieved means access and discovery of 
stored information. It requires the e?icient retrieval of 
relevant information from ill-structured natural language 
based documents. The effectiveness of a retrieval method is 
measured by both precision, or the proportion of relevant to 
non-relevant documents identi?ed, and recall, or the per 
centage of relevant documents identi?ed. 

2. Information analysis is discovery and synthesis of 
stored information. It involves the detection of information 
patterns and trends and the construction of information 
patterns and trends and the construction of inferences con 
cerning theses patterns and trends Which produce knoWl 
edge. 

The present invention is known as SPIRE (Spatial Para 
digm for information Retrieval and Exploration). SPIRE is 
a method of presenting information by relative relationships 
of content and contextithat is, the “relatedness” of a 
plurality of documents to one another both by their sheer 
numbers and by their subject matter. It is comprised of a 
plurality of elements Which de?ne it’s usefulness as an 
information analysis tool. Brie?y, the elements are: a com 
bination of an intuitive and attractive interface, Well inte 
grated With a poWerful set of analytical tools; a computa 
tionally e?icient approach to both clustering and projection, 
essential for large document sets; a three-dimensional visu 
aliZation component to render stored information in a three 
dimensional format (known as ThemeScapes); and a unique 
interplay betWeen the 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional 
visualiZation components. 
An essential ?rst step in the transformation of natural 

language text to a visual form is to extract and structure 
information about the textithrough a “text processing 
engine”. A text processing engine for information visualiZa 
tion requires: (1) the identi?cation and extraction of essen 
tial descriptors or text features, (2) the efficient and ?exible 
representation of documents in terms of these text features, 
and (3) subsequent support for information retrieval and 
visualiZation. There are a number of acceptable text engines 
currently available on the market or as research prototypes, 
such as the Hecht Nielson Corporation’s MatchPlus or the 
National Security Agency’s Acquaintance. 

The parameters typically measured by a text engine fall 
into one of three general types. First, ‘frequency-based 
measures’ on Words, utilising only ?rst order statistics. The 
presence and count of unique Words in a document identi?es 
those Words as a feature set. The second type of feature is 
based on higher order statistics taken on the Words or letter 
strings. Here, the occurrence, frequency, and context of 
individual Words are used to characteriZe a set of explicit or 
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4 
implicitly de?ned Word classes. The third type of text feature 
is semanticithe association betWeen Words is not de?ned 
through analysis of the Word corpus, as With statistical 
features, but is de?ned a priori using knoWledge of the 
language. Semantic approaches may utiliZe natural or quasi 
natural language understanding algorithms. 
The second requirement of the text engine (e?icient and 

?exible representation of textual information) is satis?ed if 
identi?ed text features are used as a shorthand representation 
of the original document. Instead of complex and unWieldy 
strings of Words, feature sets are the basis of document 
representation. Volume reduction of information is required 
to make later computations possible. 

Finally, the text engine must provide easy, intuitive access 
to the information contained Within the corpus of documents 
through retrieval and visualiZation. To provide e?icient 
retrieval, the text Processing engine must pre-process docu 
ments and e?iciently implement an indexing scheme for 
individual Words or letter strings. Information retrieval 
implies a query mechanism to support it4often a basic 
Boolean search, or a high level query language, or the visual 
manipulation of spatialiZed text objects in a display. 
The process of the present invention can best be described 

With reference to a ?ve-stage text visualiZation process. 
STAGE ONE The receipt of electronic versions of textual 

documents into the text engine described above is essentially 
independent of, but a required precursor for, the SPIRE 
process. The documents are input as unprocessed docu 
mentsino key Wording, no topic extraction, no prede?ned 
structure is necessary. In fact, the algorithms used to create 
a spatial representation of the documents presupposes the 
characteristics of natural language communication so that 
highly structured information (eg tables and outlines) can 
not be adequately processed and Will result in diminished 
results. 
STAGE TWO The analysis of natural language docu 

ments provides a characterization of the documents based on 
content. Performed in the text engine, the analysis can be 
?rst order (Word counts and/or natural language understand 
ing heuristics) or higher order information captured by 
Bayesian or neural nets. The required output is that each 
document must be converted to a high dimensional vector. 
A metric on the vector space, such as a Euclidean distance 
measure or cosine measure, can be used to determine the 
similarity of any tWo documents in the collection. The 
output of this processing stage is a high dimensional vector 
or each document in the collection. 
STAGE THREE The document vectors must be grouped 

in the high dimensional metric spacei“clustering”. In order 
to satisfy performance requirements for large document sets, 
clustering algorithms With a loWer order of complexity are 
essential. The output of this stage is a partition set on the 
document collection With measures for each cluster of 
magnitude (count) dispersion. While it is believed that there 
are a number of different approaches to the clustering of 
information that Will lead to acceptable results, Applicants 
have determined to limit the document vectors to “large” 
(more than 3,000 documents) and “small” (less than 3,000 
documents) data sets. For small data sets, readily available 
clustering algorithms have been used, With primary empha 
sis on k-means and complete linkage hierarchical clustering. 

For larger data sets, traditional clustering algorithms can 
not be used because of the exponential complexity of the 
clustering algorithms as the data set increases. Applicants 
have therefore devised an alternative method for clustering 
in large problem sets knoWn as “Fast Divisive Clustering”. 
In this process, the user selects the desired number of 
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clusters. No assistance is provided in selecting this number, 
but it should be heuristically based on knowledge of the data 
set, such as siZe, diversity, etc. After the number of seeds has 
been selected, the next step is to place seeds in the multi 
dimensional document space. A sampling of the subspaces is 
performed to ensure that there is a reasonable distribution of 
the cluster seedsithat is, they are not too close to one 
another. Then, the hyperspheres are de?ned around each 
cluster seed and assigned to all documents Within a hyper 
sphere to the corresponding cluster. lteratively, the center of 
mass is calculated yielding a neW cluster centroid, and 
therefore a neW location for the hypersphere and neW 
document assignments. Within a feW iterations, locations for 
the cluster centroids Will be determined, and the ?nal 
document to cluster assignments are made. Changes in 
distances betWeen iterations should remain Within a pre 
de?ned threshold. 

This third stage can be summariZed as: 
(i) selecting the number of seeds, based on characteristics 

of the document collection; 
(ii) placing seeds in hyperspace by sampling regions to 

ensure reasonable distribution of seeds; 
(iii) identifying non-overlapping hyperspheres (one for 

each cluster) and assigning each document to a cluster 
based on Which hypersphere the document is located 
Within; 

(iv) calculating a centroid coordinateithe center of the 
mass for each cluster; and 

(V) repeating steps (iii) and (iv) until centroid movement 
is less than a prescribed threshold. 

STAGE FOUR This stage requires the projection of the 
high dimensional document vectors and the cluster centroids 
produced in Stage 3 into a 2-dimensional representation 
(FIG. 1). The 2-D planar representation of the documents 
and clusters is necessary for user vieWing and interaction. 
Because the number of dimensions is reduced from hun 
dreds to tWo, a signi?cant loss of information naturally 
results. Some representational anomalies are produced by 
projection, causing documents to be placed With an associ 
ated error. The nature and quantity of this error are de?ning 
characteristics of the chosen projection. As With the clus 
tering stage, compute time is important for large document 
sets. Therefore, projection algorithms Which are of a loW 
order of complexity are vital. The product of this stage is a 
set of 2D coordinates, one coordinate pair (l0, 12) for each 
document. 
As With the clustering of Stage three, multiple options or 

projection techniques are available. For relatively small data 
sets, Applicants have chosen to use “Multi-dimensional 
Scaling Algorithm”, or MDS. The MDS utiliZes pairWise 
distances (Euclidean or cosine angle) betWeen all document 
pairs. The algorithm attempts to reserve the distances deter 
mined in the high-dimensional space When projecting to 2D 
space. In doing so, the discrepancy betWeen pairWise dis 
tances in the high dimensional space and the 2D counter 
parts are represented as an error measure. The algorithm 
iteratively adjusts document positions in the 2D plane in 
order to minimiZe the associated error. The distance from 
every point to every other point is considered and Weighed 
against a preset desired distance. Every point in?uences 
every other point, making MDS a computationally intensive 
algorithm. 

For larger data sets, MDS is impractical due to the 
exponential order of complexity, and Applicants have there 
for developed a projection algorithm called “Anchored Least 
Stress”. When starting With a ?xed number of points (cluster 
centroids Which have been calculated in stage three), the 
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6 
algorithm considers only the distance from a point to the 
various cluster centriods, not the distance to every other 
point. The document is placed so that its position re?ects its 
similarity or dissimilarity to every cluster centroid. Only a 
relatively small amount of initial calculation is required; 
after that each document can be positioned using simple 
matrix operations, With a computational complexity on the 
order of the number of cluster centroids. With the centroids 
placed in the 2D plane, a vector is constructed for each 
document Which contains the distances from the document 
to each cluster centroid in the high dimensional space. Given 
the vector of hyperspace distances, a closed form solution 
can be constructed Which rapidly produces the 2D coordi 
nates of each document in the document collection. 
More speci?cally, if one begins With n cluster centroids cj 

(the 2-dimensional projection of the cluster centroids from 
high-dimensional space), assume the coordinate system is 
such that the center of mass of all the cluster centroids is at 
the origin. Let 

and then change the coordinates of the centroids as folloWs: 

Q1(n@W):C/'1(Old)-C1; C1'2(116W):C/'2(Old)-C2 [2] 

The squared distance betWeen each document i and each of 
the cluster centroids j (as measured in the original high 
dimensional space) is There are m documents With 
unknown 2-dimensional coordinates xi. For each document 
i and cluster j, We desire to have xi, such that 

dijIHIFCjHZ [3] 

The average distance betWeen the document and the cen 
troids is 

and W1]- is the unknoWn quant1ty 

[5] 

If it is desired to force documents to be closer to the 
centroid of the cluster to Which they belong, a Weighted least 
squares approach may be utiliZed. Let We be an input 
Weightithis is interpreted as the distance of a point from its 
oWn cluster centroid and is We times more important than its 
distance from any other cluster. Amatrix Sj is de?ned to have 
O’s on the off-diagonal and l’s on the diagonal, except for 
the (j,j) th entry, Which is equal to We. The Weighted solution 
for the position of the ith document, When that document is 
a member of the jth cluster, Will be 

The fourth stage can be summariZed as: 
(i) performing an anchored least stress analysis on cluster 

centroid coordinates in hyperspace; 
(ii) producing a vector for each document With distance 

measures from the document to each cluster centroid; and 
(iii) constructing an operator matrix and multiply matrix 

by each vector in step (ii) to produce tWo-dimensional 
coordinate for each document. 
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STAGE FIVE The output of Stage four (a coordinate pair 
for each document and cluster centroid) is displayed in a 
scatter plot yielding What Applicants call the “Galaxies” 
tWo-dimensional visualiZation. For this tWo-dimensional 
visualiZation, no further computation of the Stage Four 
results is required. A three-dimensional representation of the 
Stage Four results does require further commutation, and 
results in What Applicant calls a thematic landscape, or 
“ThemeScapes”. This 3D representation provides an intui 
tive visual measure and a spatial position in display space for 
dominant topics in a corpus of unstructured documents. 

ThemeScapes solves the tWo most troublesome problems 
encountered With tWo-dimensional textual information 
analysis. That is, important subjects of the database are not 
easily or accurately discernableithe major topics are 
imprecisely displayed, if provided at all, and are not spa 
tially organiZed to support the spatial organiZation of the 2D 
document display. Secondly, documents are not readily 
associated With the main topics Which they contain. Simi 
larly betWeen documents is conveyed through proximity, but 
the relationship betWeen documents and topics are interme 
diate. HoW close a particular document is associated With a 
topic or hoW a pair of documents are topically related are 
dif?cult or impossible to determine. 

First, identi?cation of regional topics, or terms, and the set 
of documents Which contain them must be identi?ed. The 
gisting features of the text engine Will identify the major 
topics of a corpus of documents. While commercially avail 
able text engines provide the gisting feature, such text 
engines fail to provide a local, spatial representation of the 
theme, a composite measure of theme, a quantitative mea 
sure of theme or document by document measure of theme. 
A clustering of the n-dimensional document vectors (pro 
duced in stage three clustering) Will result, and the clusters 
10 are projected into 2D space so that each document has an 
assigned x,y coordinate pair, as illustrated in FIG. 1. For 
each of these clusters, a set of terms Which are both “topical” 
in nature, as measured by serial clustering, and maximally 
discriminating betWeen clusters, as measured by the product 
of the frequency of the term Within the documents of a 
particular cluster and the frequency of the term in all other. 
The general form of the topic equation is 

t?rm VahlQJI?Erm/CIMSM I*1/2}fterm n/cluster j [7] 

With 
f term n/cluster IIfrequency of term n in cluster I 
2f n/cluster jIfrequency of term n in all other clusters 

and the highest value topics are selected. 
The terms derived using this equation are the terms Which 

best discriminate clusters from one another. A number of 
terms or topics for each cluster are automatically and 
heuristically selected, With topic value, frequency, cluster 
siZe, desired number of terms per cluster and per document 
collection all considered in the selection process. Each term 
or topic layer represents the distributed contribution of a 
single term/topic to the surface elevation of a “theme scape”. 
Topic layer thickness may vary over the area of the simu 
lated landscape based on the probability of ?nding a speci 
?ed term Within a document at each tWo dimensional 
coordinate. After all the individual layers have been com 
puted, a composite layer is derived by summing each of the 
term layers. A topic layer is thickest Where the density of 
documents that contain that term are highest. In areas Where 
there are feW documents of feW documents that contain a 
given term, the topic layer is very thin. High ground on the 
theme scape represents regions Where there is an alignment 
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8 
of terms in underlying documents4or a common theme 
among proximal documents. Regions that are loWer and less 
pronounced re?ect documents that are more general in their 
content and less focused on a single theme. 

Each region or cluster is then characterized by a set of 
terms or topics. Associated With each tonic for each cluster 
is a document set. The document set is nothing more than the 
result of a Boolean query With the topic as the keyWord. The 
?rst stage of ThemeScape construction is complete When 
both regional topics and their corresponding document sets 
are identi?ed. 

The second stage of ThemeScapes development, forma 
tion of the three-dimensional surface for individual topics 
identi?ed above requires a smoothing ?lter be run over the 
x,y coordinates of the document display. This process is 
analogous to operations such as edge detection or feature 
enhancement in image processing. As illustrated in FIGS. 2 
and 3, individual points 22 along the x-axis indicate the 
location of a document in the topic’s document set. A 
smoothing function is run across each point creating a Z 
coordinate associated With the term layer for each x,y pair, 
represented as surface 24 above the x-axis. The equation for 
calculating the y coordinate corresponding to each x coor 
dinate Will be of the form 

yfznimmmdm *?xm), [8] 

With 
dx+n:l for document present at coordinate x+n, else 0 
f(x+n) the value of the smoothing function at xm 
Zmavidth of the smoothing function centered about x. 
The tWo dimensional calculation of a ThemeScape as 

illustrated in FIG. 3 utiliZes a tWo dimensional grid of 
documents and a tWo dimensional smoothing function, 
producing a third dimension re?ecting the probability of 
?nding a document With the given topic in the given vicinity. 

Finally, all individual topic ThemeScapes are superposi 
tioned. The individual elevations from each term layer are 
added together to form a single terrain corresponding to all 
topics. Thus, 

# of cluster terms 

Z” : term layer jxyy 
Fl 

Generally, normaliZation of the above equation is per 
formed. 
The result of this computation is a “landscape” that 

conveys large quantities of relevant information. The terrain 
simultaneously communicates the primary themes of an 
arbitrarily large collection of documents and a measure of 
their relative magnitude. Spatial relationships de?ned by the 
landscape reveal the intricate interconnection of themes, the 
existence of information gaps or negative information. For 
example, FIG. 4 illustrates a “theme scape”40 of a database 
With 200 documents and 50 themes. In this data set, themes 
had relatively small document sets (a loW number of docu 
ments contained in each theme), but high theme discrimi 
nation values (the documents Were clustered close to the 
theme location). More prominent peaks are characteristics of 
the high discrimination values, as for example peak 42 
representing “nuclear Weapons” and peak 44 representing 
“health physics”. 

FIG. 5 represents a database With the same number of 
documents and themes as in FIG. 4, hoWever the themes 
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have relatively large document sets and loW theme discrimi 
nation values, as at peak 52 representing “lasers” and peak 
54 representing “genetics”. 

Therefore, the ThemeScape function of the present inven 
tion can be summarized as folloWs: 

(i) receive n-dimensional context vector from text engine 
for each document and cluster documents in n-dimensional 
space; 

(ii) for each such cluster, receive from text engine asso 
ciated gisting terms or topics; 

(iii) creating a list of topics for each cluster; 
(iv) creating global keyword list by combining the topics 

for each cluster and eliminating common terms (such as a, 
and, but, the); 

(v) performing keyWord query on topic, producing a list 
of documents associated With the topic; 

(vi) identifying coordinates for all documents associated 
With the topic, producing a matrix of retrieved documents in 
the x,y display coordinates; 

(vii) applying a smoothing function to each x,y pair, 
producing a Z coordinate associated With the topic for each 
x,y pair; and 

(viii) repeating steps (v) and (vi) for each term in the list 
identi?ed in step (vi). 

It Will be apparent to those skilled in the art that various 
modi?cations can be made to the methods disclosed herein 
for producing a three-dimensional representation of a data 
base, Without departing from the scope or spirit of the 
invention, and it is intended that the present invention cover 
modi?cations and variations of the methods claimed herein 
to the extent they come Within the scope of the appended 
claims and their equivalents. 

We claim: 
1. A computer implemented method of visually presenting 

information for human use, comprising the steps of: 
(a) receiving a high dimensional vector representing 

information associated With at least one object; 
(b) de?ning a display space having a small number of 

display dimensions, less than a dimensionality of said 
high dimensional vector; 

(c) projecting, into said de?ned display space, a dispersed 
set of points, each point representing a dimension of 
said high dimensional vector; and 

(d) projecting, into said de?ned display space, a point 
representing an object, Wherein spatial relationships 
betWeen the projected point representing an object and 
a projected point representing another object or a 
dimension of the high dimensional vector are optimiZed 
to represent a relatedness thereof. 

2. The computer implemented method according to claim 
1, Wherein each dimension of said high dimensional vector 
represents a semantic theme. 

3. The computer implemented method according to claim 
1, Wherein said display space comprises a three-dimensional 
image. 

4. The computer implemented method according to claim 
1, Wherein said projecting step is repeated to project a 
plurality of points representing objects. 

5. The computer implemented method according to claim 
4, Wherein said projecting of said dispersed set of points is 
optimiZed With respect to computational complexity and an 
associated error of said projection of said point representing 
an object. 

6. The computer implemented method according to claim 
4, Wherein a distance metric is calculated in said high 
dimensional space betWeen pairs of objects, and said pro 
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10 
jecting into said de?ned display space seeks to preserve said 
distance betWeen pairs of objects in said display space. 

7. The computer implemented method according to claim 
4, Wherein a distance metric is calculated in said high 
dimensional space betWeen an object and said dispersed set 
of points, and said projecting into said de?ned display space 
seeks to preserve said distance betWeen said object and each 
of said dispersed set of points in said display space. 

8. The computer implemented method according to claim 
4, further comprising the step of clustering a group of 
objects With an associated one of the dispersed set of points, 
determining a quantitative relationship of each of the objects 
in a cluster to the dimension of the high dimensional vector 
represented by the one of the dispersed set of points. 

9. The computer implemented method according to claim 
1, Wherein said projecting step is repeated to project at least 
three thousand points representing objects. 

10. The computer implemented method according to 
claim 1, Wherein each object is a natural language document. 

11. The computer implemented method according to 
claim 1, Wherein an external Weighting function is applied to 
control a respective distance betWeen an object and at least 
one of said dispersed set of points. 

12. The computer implemented method according to 
claim 1, Wherein said high dimensional vector is derived 
from a semantic analysis of a document, each dimension of 
said high dimensional vector representing an associated 
gisting term or topic. 

13. The computer implemented method according to 
claim 1, further comprising the step of producing a partition 
set on the plurality of objects, said partition set resulting in 
a cluster centroid for each of the objects, by applying a 
clustering algorithm With primary emphasis on k-means and 
complete linkage hierarchical clustering to create a cluster 
centroid. 

14. The computer implemented method according to 
claim 13, Wherein said step of creating said cluster centroid 
comprises the steps of: 

(i) selecting a number of seeds; 
(ii) placing said seeds in hyperspace by sampling regions 

to ensure a speci?ed distribution of seeds; 
(iii) identifying non-overlapping hyperspheres for each 

cluster and assigning each document to said each 
cluster based on Which hypersphere said document is 
located; 

(iv) calculating a centroid coordinate, representing the 
center of the mass for each cluster; and 

(v) repeating steps (iii) and (iv) until centroid movement 
is less than a speci?ed threshold. 

15. The computer implemented method according to 
claim 1, Wherein each of said dispersed set of points 
represents a cluster centroid, said projecting said dispersed 
set of points comprising the steps of: 

(i) applying a Multi-dimensional Scaling Algorithm to 
cluster centroid coordinates in hyperspace; 

(ii) producing a vector for each object With distance 
measures from said object to each cluster centroid; and 

(iii) constructing an operator matrix and multiplying said 
matrix by said vector to produce tWo-dimensional 
coordinates for each object. 

16. The computer implemented method according to 
claim 1, Wherein each of said dispersed set of points 
represents a cluster centroid, said projecting said dispersed 
set of points comprising the steps of: 

(i) applying anAnchored Least Stress Algorithm to cluster 
centroid coordinates in hyperspace; 
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(ii) producing a vector for each object document With 
distance measures from said object to each cluster 
centroid; and 

(iii) constructing an operator matrix and multiplying said 
matrix by said vector to produce tWo-dimensional 
coordinates for each object. 

17. The computer implemented method according to 
claim 1, Wherein said optimiZed spatial relationships are 
optimiZed With respect to computational resource consump 
tion. 

18. The computer implemented method according to 
claim 1, further comprising the steps of receiving a natural 
language query de?ning said at least one object; and pro 
jecting an object representing said natural language query 
into said display space. 

19. A computer readable storage medium storing program 
instructions for programming a general purpose computer to 
perform a method comprising the steps of: 

(a) receiving a high dimensional vector representing 
information associated With at least one object; 

(b) de?ning a display space having a small number of 
display dimensions, less than a dimensionality of said 
high dimensional vector; 

(c) projecting, into said de?ned display space, a dispersed 
set of points, each point representing a dimension of 
said high dimensional vector; and 

(d) projecting, into said de?ned display space, a point 
representing an object, Wherein spatial relationships 
betWeen the projected point representing an object and 
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a projected point representing another object or a 
dimension of the high dimensional vector are optimiZed 
to represent a relatedness thereof. 

20. The computer readable storage medium storing pro 
gram instructions according to claim 19, said performed 
method further comprising the step of receiving a natural 
language query de?ning said at least one object. 

21. An apparatus for visually presenting information for 
human use, comprising: 

(a) an input adapted for receiving a high dimensional 
vector representing information associated With at least 
one object; 

(b) at least one processor, adapted for: 
(i) de?ning a display space having a small number of 

display dimensions, less than a dimensionality of 
said high dimensional vector; 

(ii) projecting, into said de?ned display space, a dis 
persed set of points, each point representing a dimen 
sion of said high dimensional vector; and 

(iii) projecting, into said de?ned display space, a point 
representing an object, Wherein spatial relationships 
betWeen the projected point representing an object 
and a projected point representing another object or 
a dimension of the high dimensional vector are 
optimiZed to represent a relatedness thereof; and 

(c) an output, adapted for transmitting a representation of 
the display space. 

* * * * * 


